
Satisfactory Unsatisfactory Remarks

Perform visual inspection of exterior for damage to siding including scratches, chips

Inspect decals, check for tears or peeling

Visual inspection of windows for scratches, rubber seals

Inspect Roof: tears in rubber, seal of roof vents, AC, satellite/any other attachments. Including slides

Perform visual inspection of under belly- sealing, screws or fasteners, sagging

Perform visual inspection of bottom of slides for damage, wear marks, rollers and any lubrication if required.

Witness Hydraulic lines tested for leaks (pneumatic test)

Verify winter hydraulic oil is in system

Inspect Hydraulic landing gear for oil seal leaks or damage (after/durning lowered and raised)

Verify landing gear operational

Verify all slide valves and connections are operational

Water lines tested for leaks including "Sanitation Flush system"

Inspect Slide outs guide rails are in good condition and aligned. 

Inspect Slide outs operate properly in/out.

Inspect Slide out seals are in good condition and seals when in.

Verify all exterior doors - latches, locks, hinges, seals

Verify Rear ramp door -  hinges, springs, guard rails - lubricated if needed

Inspect and verify Roof Ladder - attach and remove to verify fit

Inspect and verify awning operations, check for tears, marks

Verify Exterior lights - under awnings lights, security lights, curb side lights, road side lights, front lights, rear lights 

Inspect and Verify Exterior camera working from tow vehicle, sealed from leaks 

Inspect Kick plate for damage, screws checked, gaps, alignment around wall

Inspect Stereo, TV, operational, secured and not missing parts

Inspect TV cabinet - scratches, secure

Voltage 3970 Inspection Checklist

EXTERIOR CHECK

INTERIOR CHECKLIST
Garage



Verify Happi- jac - lower and upper bed operational, frame screws secure, lubrication if needed, mattress/cushion in place

Verify and inspect lower bed mechanisms for couch - lubrication if needed, folds open and closes

Inspect table and table legs - scratches, set up and removed to ensure correct alignment with all parts

Inspect roof vent - operational, rain sensor working (tested with water)

Inspect side vent (2) - operational, seals, seals in good condition

 Inspect Carpet - rolled out to verify fit, condition, raveling edges

Verify ladder attaches correctly

Verify tie downs in floor secure/fastened

Inspect and Check rear door, window for operation and seals

Verify AC is operational, fan, cooling and heat pump if equipped.

Verify all cabinet doors working, hinges verified for tightness, handles secure (check for damage), scratches and interior finish

Verify drawers - all operational, slides in/out/locks when closed correctly, damage handles or knobs.

Verify trim around counter for slide out, verify clearance of knobs

Verify all glass in cabinet to ensure they are sealed, scratches

Inspect floor - tears in vinyl, squeak in floor,

Verify fridge works on gas, electric, 12 volt (if equipped)

Verify fridge doors latch securely

Check installation of water filter (if added)

Verify vent operational, rain sensor (test with water)

Inspect Couch - verify seat heater, under lighting, scratches, tears, operational

Inspect carpet - clean, tears, raveling

Verify windows for installation issues, scratches,

Verify fire place is operational

Verify TV is secure, operational, including sound bar

Verify cabinet doors working, hinges verified for tightness, handles secure (check for damage), scratches and interior finish

Verify AC is operational, fan, cooling and heat pump if equipped.

Living room

Kitchen



Inspect and Check walls in kitchen, living room for scratches, damage, water leaks.

Verify and inspect for water leaks around  curb slide (test by running water around slide), check for wet carpet or other visual 
leaks

Verify and inspect for water leaks around road slide (test by running water around slide), check for wet carpet or other visual leaks

Check and verify that the couch and chair fasten together. (main galley)
The chair is on cosaters (wheels) and does not fasten to the couch. Remove coasters, then the 
chair fram is .750" off the floor. Dutchmen didn't allow for hight of slide

Central Vacuum

Inspect carpet, clean, scratches, raveling, tight

Verify control panel for operation

Verify control panel door for latching, glass secure, scratches

Verify antenna raises, turns and lowers

Verify AC control panel and generator panel for operational

Verify sink bowl for damage, secure, faucet working, leaks

Verify cabinets for scratches, hinges, handles, knobs for tightness

Vanity mirror - hinges, scratches, secure

Inspect bathtub for damage, scratches, operational, draining, water leaks, cracks

Verify shower curtain bow rod installed correctly

Verify vent fan is in working order and vent seals

Verify toilet works, verify leaks and toilet seal

Inspect carpet for damage, raveling, tight

Inspect under bed for dampness, water, mold

Verify lifting of bed works correctly, hinges are secure

Inspect dresser drawers for operations, locking, scratches, finish

Inspect bed side tables for scratches, knobs/handles secure, wetness

Verify slide for seal, leaks (test with water) including windows

Verify installation of Washer/Dryer installation. Check for water connection leaks (Hot & Cold water)

Bedroom

Bathroom

Hallway



Inspect closet for leaks, wet carpet, door operation, knobs/handles, hinges

Verify AC is operational, fan, cooling and heat pump if equipped

Verify roof vent - operational, rain sensor working (tested with water). (if equipped)

NOTE:  All windows and roof equipment will be checked for water leaks by running water over unit.

                                 Approximate time for test could be up to 1 hour.

                                 Perform visual inspection after 1 hour of all windows, carpets, roof equipment. This is to allow for soak time.

                                 No insulation on drain linse under RV. Required if living or using during winter
                                 Open storage compartment and remove carpted panal to verify leaks or dripps. This includes water pump.
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